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Keeping your organisation’s decision makers informed





Fleet-wide reporting and monitoring ‘Dashboard’
Trend charting of vessel data
Automatic collation of vessel data
No internet access required from vessel

What is Watchkeeper Online (WKO)?
WKO is a new add-on feature for subscribers of ISF Watchkeeper - a computer software
program allowing individual work hours to be recorded, in order to demonstrate
compliance with IMO and ILO rules to Flag and Port State Control inspectors.
WKO is a website that reports all of your fleet’s ISF Watchkeeper data in one place. WKO
enables shore based personnel to view, in real time, company vessels’ work hour
records as stored on the ISF Watchkeeper program, and thus monitor their compliance
with complex rest hour regulations.
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This new service has been developed to give shore based personnel easy access to
vessel based Watchkeeper data. Your vessels can submit their data in machine readable
format, for automatic inclusion in your own, customized fleet dashboard:

Do we need any software in our offices?
No. Accessing vessel data through WKO does not require any additional I.T.
infrastructure or software.

What are the technical system requirements for Watchkeeper Online?
Vessels need only have email capability to submit their data to shore, whilst shore based
personnel only require access to a browser such as Internet Explorer, Firefox or
Chrome.

Is the service secure?
Yes. For further details please contact us on sales@isfwatchkeeper.com

How do vessels submit their data?
This can be done by attaching the data generated by Watchkeeper to an email. Through
Watchkeeper, data is compressed and put into a format that makes extremely small
files. It is therefore much cheaper to transmit Watchkeeper data than it is to send a PDF
file via email

What does it cost?
Watchkeeper Online is an additional subscription service charged per vessel per year.
For pricing information, please contact us on sales@isfwatchkeeper.com

Can I trial Watchkeeper Online?
Yes. You can contact us on sales@isfwatchkeeper.com to request a free trial. Please
note that in order to trial WKO the vessels you wish to monitor must be running
Watchkeeper 3 Network Version

Is support offered?
Yes. WKO subscriptions include unlimited customer support and unlimited logins
(within reason!)

How do I order?
All orders are processed by the International Shipping Federation (ISF). Please send a
purchase order by email to orders@isfwatchkeeper.com . For further information
please visit our website at http://www.isfwatchkeeper.com.
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